Abstract

The work, as mentioned can be used in the forensic studies for identifying the authenticity of a person. We can use the work in age analysis of the person from his writing. Further the efficiency of the system is very high in comparison to the existing system. The work is to recognize handwriting of a person by using hidden markov model, support vector machine and our new approach HMM-SVM classifier using MATLAB. In previous HMM and SVM classifier are used to the handwriting recognition. In this paper we used the combined features of HMM and SVM classifier using combination of Curvelet transform and Invariant transform. Performance of the system depends entirely on the feature vectors. Further we compare the performance of HMM, based technique with combined HMM- SVM based technique and found that for some combined HMM-SVM technique is better than HMM. Only curvelet transform using HMM or SVM get good accuracy but for better accuracy required the combined HMM-SVM classifier. It improve the problem of HMM classifier of multiple detection of Class to. However a kernel based technique adds advantage over probabilistic methods in certain deterministic states. Hence we combine both HMM and SVM to design a combined classifier for the problem. We have also evaluate the performance of HMM, SVM and Combined
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HMM-SVM classifier.
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